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Background. Various types of external powered orthoses have been designed to improve the function of paraplegic subjects;
however it is not clear which one of them has better performance. Therefore, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the function
of available external powered orthoses based on the research presented in the relevant literature. Method. An electronic search was
done via the Pubmed, Embase, and ISI Web of Knowledge data from 1960 to 2010. The quality of the research studies was evaluated
by use of Black and Down tool. The performances of the orthoses are evaluated based on the gait analysis, stability analysis, and
energy consumption analysis. Results. Although various types of external powered orthoses have been designed to improve the
performance of spinal cord injury individuals, there are a few research studies in this regard. Moreover, they have a poor quality.
Conclusion. There is no research study regarding the performance of spinal cord injury subjects with the external powered orthoses.
It is recommended to do clinical trial studies to evaluate the performance of these orthoses.

1. Introduction

Spinal cord injury (SCI) is damage or trauma to spinal cord
that results in loss of function, mobility, and sensation below
the level at which the spinal cord has been injured. This
disorder is characterized according to amount of functional
loss, sensation loss, and inability of a SCI individual to
stand and walk [1–3]. The incidence of this disorder varies
between 12.7 and 59 new cases per million each year [4–6].
The total population of individuals with SCI in the UK and
USA is 40,000 and between 183,000 and 230,000, respectively
[7]. These patients can use various types of orthoses and
wheelchair to transfer from place to place. It has been shown
that walking with an orthosis brings some benefits for the
patients which include decreasing bone osteoporosis, preven-
tion of pressure sores, and improving the function of diges-
tive system [8, 9].

A variety of orthoses have been designed in order to
improve the ability of the subjects to stand and walk, such
as the mechanical orthoses, external powered orthoses, func-
tional electrical stimulation, and hybrid system which is
a combination of an orthosis and electrical stimulation

[8, 10–20]. To the authors’ knowledge, the performance
of SCI individuals while standing and walking with the
mechanical orthoses is low. Moreover, the patients experi-
ence some problems in terms of energy consumption and
high loads which are applied on upper limb during walking
[21–23].

The external powered systems employ various kinds of
power source which include pneumatic, hydraulic, and ele-
ctrical powers. However, the main question posted here is
how much the performance of the SCI subjects differs from
that with the external powered system, while walking with
the mechanical orthoses. Moreover, it is not clear how much
is the willingness of the subjects to use the orthoses. There-
fore, the main aim of this paper is to determine the perform-
ance of SCI individuals in use of external powered orthoses
based on the studies presented in the literature.

2. Method

An electronic search was done via Pubmed, Embase, and
ISI Web of Knowledge data base from 1960 to 2010. The
abstracts and title of each individual study were assessed by
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two reviewers. A first selection of the relevant studies was
done based on whether the title or abstract addressed the
research questions of interest. The second selection was done
according to the following criteria:

(a) experimental studies published in English,

(b) addressing the walking of paraplegic subjects with
external powered orthosis.

2.1. Assessment of Quality of the Research Studies. The quality
of various research studies undertook in this regard was
assessed by use of the Down and Black tool. Two expert
reviewers were asked to evaluate the quality of each research
study. The correlation between the review results was asses-
sed by use of Pearson correlation test. The correlation
between the reviewer results was 0.9 (P value 0.03). The sen-
sitivity of this test was studied by some investigators. More-
over, the difference between the results of research studies
(heterogeneity) was evaluated. This has been done to deter-
mine whether the difference between the results of various
studies is as a result of sampling error or due to presence of
heterogeneity.

As the number of studies in this paper was small, a signif-
icant point of 0.1 rather than the conventional level of 0.05
was used to determine statistical significant. A low P value
or a large chi-square (relative to degree of freedom) pro-
vides heterogeneity of intervention effects (variation in effect
estimates beyond chance). A rough guide which was used in
this paper was low, moderate, and high at values 0, 0.25, 0.5,
and 0.75, respectively (see Figure 1).

3. Results

A total number of 50 relevant papers have been found based
on the keywords as external powered orthosis, spinal cord
injury, and rehabilitation. After considering the selected cri-
teria, only 25 papers were selected for final analysis. Most of
the papers focus on introducing the orthosis without under-
taking any clinical test. Only 5 papers covered the data of gait
parameters while walking with external powered orthoses.
It was impossible to check the heterogeneity of the most
research studies, as only two of them focus on evaluating
of the same orthosis. The results of various research studies
were categorized based on gait analysis, stability analysis, and
also energy consumption. As the number of research studies
was too limited, a brief description of the orthosis was done.

3.1. Pneumatic Active Gait Orthosis (PAGO). This orthosis
developed at the Department of Mechanics of Polytechnic di
Trino and consists of two main parts which include a passive
support structure and a pneumatic actuation system control
and produce motion in the hip and knee joints. An ankle
foot orthosis (AFO) immobilizes the ankle joint in natural
position. The source of power for forward progression in this
orthosis is compressed air. There was also a control system
that regulates the function of the system according to the gait
pattern [18].

3.2. Powered Gait Orthosis (PGO). This orthosis was de-
signed by Ryu et al. (2004) and consists of two pneumatic

muscles actuators, a compressed air system, and joint angle
sensors [24].

3.3. Weight-Bearing Control Orthosis (WBCO). This orthosis
was based on this concept to provide more dynamic recipro-
cal gait pattern for patients especially for those with a high
lesion level. The orthosis consists of four main parts which
include a control system, a variable foot floor walking, a
reciprocal link device, and a metal structure [25, 26].

3.4. Two Degrees of Freedom Motor Powered Gait Orthosis
(TDFMPO). This orthosis was based on advanced reciprocal
gait orthosis and consists of some actuators to produce
motion in the knee joint. The motion of the hip was
enhanced by use of a motor powered mechanism [27].

3.5. Driven Gait Orthosis (DGO). It was designed by
Hocoma, at Rehabilitation Centre of University Hospital Bal-
grist in Zurich. This consists of an orthosis which was con-
nected to a rigid frame of a treadmill. There are two drivers
on each leg which move the hip and knee joints. The per-
formance of the drivers was controlled by a real-time system
which is running on a personal computer [19].

3.6. Hybrid Assistive Limb (HAL). In the most recent model,
HAL-5 structure consists of a frame made of nickel molybde-
num and aluminum alloy. Some components of the devices
are made by plastic casting procedure. The metal frame is
strapped to the body and supports wearer externally. Its
several electronic motors act as artificial muscles to provide
powered assistance to the wearer limbs. The first prototype of
this orthosis assisted the subjects in order to stand up, walk,
climb stairs, and perform a range of other leg movements
[28].

3.7. Lower Extremity Exoskeleton (LEE). This project was
undertaken by University of California and Berkeley Lower
Extremity Exoskeleton.

3.8. Lowered Extremity Powered Exoskeleton (LEPE). This is
one of the robotic systems implemented for gait rehabilita-
tion by use of a treadmill training system. The system was
developed using a series of Bowden cable driven of elastic
actuators.

4. Quality of the Research

As there are not too many researches regarding evaluation of
the performance of the subjects with SCI while walking and
standing with external powered orthoses, the heterogeneity
test cannot be used for most of them. Amongst various
orthoses designed, the WBC orthosis was evaluated in two
research studies. The heterogeneity of the results regarding
this orthosis is very high. As in the first research, only
one subject was selected compared with 5 subjects in the
second research, the difference between the performance of
the orthosis reported in these studies is related to the error
which has occurred in the first research. The quality of this
research studies is poor and is presented in Table 2.
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Figure 1: The stages which were selected in this research study.

Table 1: The results of quality assessment of methodology of various research studies (total number of studies was 25). PAGO: pneumatic
active gait orthosis, PGO: powered gait orthosis, WBCO: weight bearing control orthosis, TDFO: two degree of freedom orthosis, DGO:
driven gait orthosis, HAL: hybrid assistive limb and LEPE: lowered extremity powered exoskeleton.

Type of orthosis Reporting (total score 10)
External validity

(total score 3)
Internal validity, bias

(total score 7)
Internal validity,

confounding (total score 7)

PAGO 3 1 0 0

PGO 4 1 0 0

WBCO 7 3 3 3

TDFO 6 3 3 3

DGO 6 0 0 0

HAL 1 0 0 0

Berkley orthosis 1 0 0 0

LEPE 1 0 0 0

Table 2: The energy consumption of the subjects while walking with WBC orthosis.

Research Number of subjects Level of lesion Energy consumption (J/kg/s) Energy cost (J/kg/m) PCI (beats/metre) Speed (m/min)

[26] 4 T8–T12 5.41± 0.65 17.1± 0.72 Not reported 19± 2.6

[25] 1 T12 Not reported Not reported 1.9 21.2

The results of the research studies regarding the external
powered orthoses are shown in Tables 2 and 3.

5. Discussion

Although it has been shown that various types of orthoses
have been designed for paraplegic subjects to improve their
performance, there is not too much research to evaluate their
performance. Moreover, as can be seen from Table 1, the
quality of the most research studies undertook on walking
and standing of SCI individuals with external powered
orthosis was not acceptable. Regarding the research done

on the WBCO and TDFO, the aims and objective of the
study were clearly defined. Moreover, the characteristics of
the subjects include their age; level of injury was mentioned
in detail. In these research studies, the main finding of the
research entirely defined and appropriate statistical test was
used to evaluate the difference between the results. But, in the
other studies, most of the aforementioned procedures have
not be done.

Unfortunately, the external validity of the most research
done in this regard was not high as small number of subjects
was selected. It was found that there was no attempt made
to either blind the participants regarding the intervention
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Table 3: The gait performance of the subjects while walking with various orthoses.

Research
Number of

subjects
Level of lesion Orthosis

Speed
(m/min)

Stride length
(cm)

Cadence
(stride/min)

Lateral
amplitude

(cm)

Vertical
amplitude

(cm)

[25] 1 T12 WBCO 21.2 55.2 38.4 Not reported Not reported

[27] 5 T5–T12
TDFO

without
actuator

15–34 80.9–122 Not reported 4.5–42.7 11.6–59

[27] 5 T5–T12
TDFO
with

actuator
13.8–32.4 78.7–119.4 Not reported 3.7–57.6 13.1–74

they received or to blind the researcher regarding the type
of treatment used. Last but not least, most of the research
did not have sufficient power to detect a clinically important
effect as the number of participants was too limited.

5.1. DGO Orthosis. There are not too many researches done
regarding the performance of this orthosis. Moreover, the
quality of the available studies is low. The performance of the
SCI subjects based on stability, gait parameters, and energy
consumption has not been measured. However, the following
parameters have been mentioned as the main advantages of
this orthosis [19].

(1) The orthosis is adjustable in size, so different patients
can use it.

(2) Several patients can be trained for more than half an
hour, and a higher speed than a manually assisted
walking can be selected.

(3) The gait pattern can be better adapted to the indi-
vidual need.

(4) The automated training being more comfortable
than the manually assisted one.

(5) Training sessions can be prolonged, and walking
speed can be increased.

To authors’ knowledge there is no research to support
the above-mentioned advantages. It is recommended that the
DGO orthosis cannot replace the therapist as this training
can only be performed without the supervision of a qualified
person. In only one research study was undertook in this
field, the EMG activity of the leg muscles was compared for
two training methods. It was found that there is no signi-
ficant difference between the two training methods according
to the leg muscles EMG activities.

5.2. TDFO Orthosis. As can be seen from Table 2, the per-
formance of subjects has not improved while walking with
the new orthosis in contrast to the mechanical orthosis. The
results of the only research done in this regard show that the
patients with a higher lesion level have less excursion in both
lateral and vertical directions as the subjects swing paralyzed
leg by help of external source instead of trunk muscles [27].

The other parameters which are very important are
ease of donning and doffing of the orthosis and also the
cosmesis of the orthosis. It seems that the patients have more

problems to don and doff this orthosis in contrast to available
mechanical orthoses. Moreover, cosmesis of this orthosis is a
big issue especially with the actuators [27].

5.3. WBC Orthosis. There are only two research studies
regarding this orthosis; however, the results have a high
variability. As the number of participants in the first research
study was only one, compared to five in the second study,
therefore the accuracy of the results of the second study
seems to be more than that of the first one. Based on the
results of the second study, the performance of the sub-
jects while walking with the WBC orthosis is less than
that of the other available mechanical orthoses [14, 26, 29–
34]. Therefore, using some sources of power in an orthosis
does not have a significant influence on improving the SCI
individual’s performance. Moreover, the subjects have more
problems in order to don and doff the orthosis.

5.4. Other Orthoses. To authors’ knowledge, there is not any
research regarding evaluation of the performance of other
orthoses on SCI function. Most of the orthoses have been
tested on normal subjects. Although, some devices such as
the HLO, hybrid assistive limb, and other lower extremity
exoskeleton have special components to increase the per-
formance of the subjects, most of them have been used for
military purposes. They have been designed to be used by
army in order to allow them to carry injured solders and
also to bring food and first aid supplier to the area where
vehicles cannot enter. They may help the subjects to stand up,
climb stairs, and perform a variety of other leg movements.
However, they have some problems which include

(1) an adequate power supply,

(2) recharging batteries which require especial facilities,

(3) cost and size of the system.

6. Conclusion

Various types of external powered orthoses have been
designed for paraplegic subjects; however, most of them have
been used in military purpose. Unfortunately, there is no
good research regarding the performance of the subject with
external powered systems. The performance of the subjects
can be evaluated by standing stability, gait analysis, and
by measuring energy consumption. Moreover, the cosmesis
of the orthosis and the willingness of the subjects to use
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the orthoses are the other important parameters which need
to be considered.

Although it has been shown that using some kinds of
external powered orthosis such as DGO improves the per-
formance of the subjects, there is no research to support it.
Therefore, it is required to evaluate the performance of this
orthosis in a randomized clinical trial.
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